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Dust and Shadow
A Master Chief story and original full-length novel set in the Halo universe—based on the New York Times bestselling video
game series! 2526. It has been a year since humanity engaged in its destructive first contact with a theocratic military
alliance of alien races known as the Covenant. Now the hostilities have led to open war, and the United Nations Space
Command understands virtually nothing about its new enemy. There are only two certainties—the Covenant is determined
to eradicate humanity, and they have the superior technology to do just that. The UNSC’s only hope lies with the Spartans:
enhanced supersoldiers raised and trained from childhood via a clandestine black ops project to be living weapons. Their
designated commander, Petty Officer John-117, has been assigned to lead the Spartans on a desperate counterattack
designed to rock the Covenant back on its heels, and to buy humanity the time it needs to gather intelligence and prepare
its defenses. But not everyone wants the Spartans to succeed. A coalition of human insurrectionist leaders believes an
alliance with the Covenant to be its best hope of finally winning independence from the Unified Earth Government. To
further their plans, the insurrectionists have dispatched a sleeper agent to sabotage the UNSC counterattack—and ensure
that John-117 and the Spartans never return from battle.

Darkside
A tale set in a war-decimated world finds a soldier and a barbarian teaming up to survive a horde attack while a married
pair of master thieves seek retirement, unaware that they hold the key to a formidable magical weapon. 10,000 first
printing.

Rapture's Edge
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"Vice cop Ben Wade has returned to his hometown of Santa Ana for a quieter life. When a woman is murdered in her
kitchen, the town finds itself at the mercy of a serial killer who slips through windows and screen doors, shattering illusions
of safety. As Ben and forensic specialist Natasha Betencourt struggle to stay one step ahead of the serial, Ben's own world
is rocked again by a teen's suicide. Ben must decide how far he is willing to go, and how much he will risk, to rescue the
town from a long buried evil, as well as from a psychotic serial killer. With eerie, chilling, as well as fine prose, Alan Drew
brings us into the treacherous underbelly of a suburban California town in this suspenseful novel of thrilling noir, the story
of a community confronted with the heart of human darkness"--Provided by publisher.

Unbroken
A carefully researched vintage-style reimagining of the case of Jack the Ripper pits the nineteenth-century serial killer
against Sherlock Holmes, who endeavors to identify and outmaneuver his adversary against a backdrop of their time and
without modern technology.

Deadly, Calm, and Cold
In an alternate future in which Germany wins World War II and Britain becomesa fascist state, a vigilante named "V" stalks
the streets of London trying tofree England of its ideological chains.

Darkness Bound
Sisters Anna and Sara must rely on each other for strength as they face being separated by the foster care system in this
heartwrenching tale of sisterhood, family, and survival. Sara and Anna Olsen face an uncertain world. Their mother left
home and may—or may not—be coming back. Their father is a drummer in a band and comes home long after the girls go
to sleep—if he comes home at all. Too often, ten-year-old Sara and twelve-year-old Anna are left to fend for themselves.
Then one night, three loud knocks at the door change everything: their father is in jail and social services has come to take
the girls away. Rather than risk being split up, Sara and Anna decide their only option is to run away. But the girls don’t get
very far, and when the authorities catch up with them, Sara and Anna are forced back into the foster care system. Along the
way, the girls encounter good people who want to help them but they also meet people who have no patience for mistakes
or accidents. As Anna begins to act out or withdraw completely, Sara knows that it’s up to her to take care of her older
sister. But what if she can’t anymore? What if she finds a forever home that may not include Anna? Will Sara keep the
promise she made to her mother to stay with her sister or will she find the courage to do what’s best for herself? In a
starred review VOYA said “Sara’s story will tug at heart strings; Readers will cheer for her to succeed.” Inspired by true
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events, this heartrending and hopeful novel of survival, friendship, and sisterhood, tells the tale of two sisters who must find
the strength to face anything that life may throw their way.

Shadow's Edge
"Page-turning suspense. HOT. SEXY. WICKED! What to read next."--Marie Force, New York Times Bestselling Author "Wicked
Beautiful is wicked sexy, wicked emotional, and one of my top reads!" --NYT Bestselling Author Jennifer Probst A ruthless
businesswoman and the playboy who dumped her long ago find themselves embroiled in a high stakes game of love, lies
and revenge. Life coach and best-selling author Victoria Price has it all: a successful career, fabulous friends, a fantastic
penthouse in Manhattan. What she doesn't have--and doesn't want--is a husband. Fifteen years ago her high school flame
broke her heart so badly she swore she'd never love again. Now she makes millions teaching other women how to be just
like her: a ruthless bitch. Drop-dead sexy restaurant tycoon and infamous playboy Parker Maxwell has only three rules for
the women he dates: no questions about his past, no expectations for the future and no spending the night. When he meets
Victoria, however, he's willing to break his own rules if it means sating the explosive desire she arouses in him. What he
doesn't know is that the alluring Victoria Price used to be the mousy Isabel Diaz, the girl he deflowered and dumped long
ago. Presented with a perfect opportunity for revenge, Victoria decides the game is on. But when her connection with
Parker proves more than just skin deep, she has to make a choice--continue with her plan for payback, or risk her career,
her reputation and her heart by taking a second chance on love?

Halo: Silent Storm
This beloved celebration of individuality is now an original film on Disney+! A modern-day classic and New York Times
bestseller from Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli. Stargirl. From the day she arrives at quiet Mica High in a burst of color and
sound, the hallways hum with the murmur of "Stargirl, Stargirl." She captures Leo Borlock' s heart with just one smile. She
sparks a school-spirit revolution with just one cheer. The students of Mica High are enchanted. At first. Then they turn on
her. Stargirl is suddenly shunned for everything that makes her different, and Leo, panicked and desperate with love, urges
her to become the very thing that can destroy her: normal. In this celebration of nonconformity, Newbery Medalist Jerry
Spinelli weaves a tense, emotional tale about the perils of popularity and the thrill and inspiration of first love. "Spinelli has
produced a poetic allegorical tale about the magnificence and rarity of true nonconformity." -- The New York Times

Sin with Me
The Beasts of Tarzan is a novel by American writer Edgar Rice Burroughs, the third in his series of twenty-four books about
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the title character Tarzan. Originally serialized in All-Story Cavalier magazine in 1914, the novel was first published in book
form by A. C. McClurg in 1916. The story begins a year after the conclusion of the previous book, Tarzan (Lord Greystoke)
and Jane have had a son, whom they ve named Jack. Tarzan has spent much time building an estate home on the Waziri
lands in Uziri, Africa, but has returned to his ancestral estate in London for the rainy season. Tarzan s adversaries from the
previous novel, Nikolas Rokoff and Alexis Paulvitch, escape prison and kidnap the Greystoke heir. Their trap is elaborate
and insidious, leading both Tarzan and Jane to be kidnapped as well. Rokoff exiles Tarzan on a jungle island, informing him
that Jack will be left with a cannibal tribe to be raised as one of their own, while Jane s fate is to be left to his imagination.
Using his jungle skill and primal intelligence, Tarzan wins the help of Sheeta, the vicious panther, a tribe of great apes led
by the intelligent Akut, and a native warrior, Mugambi. With their aid, Tarzan reaches the mainland and begins a lengthy
pursuit to find Jane (who is actively engineering her own extrication) and Jack. By the end of the story Rokoff is dead, while
Paulvitch, his cohort, is presumed dead but manages to escape into the jungle. The Tarzan family returns to London along
with Mugambi, who is offered a place at Tarzan s Waziri estate.

Wicked Beautiful
A fifteen-year-old boy who has spent his entire life trying to avoid attention finds himself in the middle of a millenia-old
struggle between titanic forces when he is simultaneously recruited by an exclusive prep school and followed by sinister
agents.

Clues in the Shadows
As the war continues into May 1945, eleven-year-old Molly finds herself pulled in many different directions trying to cope
with her troubled father's return from war, the abrupt resignation of her favorite Red Cross volunteer, a scrap-paper drive,
and a mysterious neighborhood prowler.

The Mist
A powerful novel about ethnically fluid California, and the corrosive relationship between two Filipino brothers. Told with a
hard-edged purity that brings to mind Cormac McCarthy and Denis Johnson, American Son is the story of two Filipino
brothers adrift in contemporary California. The older brother, Tomas, fashions himself into a Mexican gangster and breeds
pricey attack dogs, which he trains in German and sells to Hollywood celebrities. The narrator is younger brother Gabe, who
tries to avoid the tar pit of Tomas's waywardness, yet moves ever closer to embracing it. Their mother, who moved to
America to escape the caste system of Manila and is now divorced from their American father, struggles to keep her sons in
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line while working two dead-end jobs. When Gabe runs away, he brings shame and unforeseen consequences to the family.
Full of the ache of being caught in a violent and alienating world, American Son is a debut novel that captures the
underbelly of the modern immigrant experience. A Los Angeles Times Best Book, New York Times Notable Book, and a
Kiriyama Pacific Rim Prize Finalist

Edge of Oblivion
Leander McLoughlin is leader of the Ikati, an ancient tribe of beautiful, savage shape shifters who live in the hidden forests
of England. Their survival is rooted in secrecy, a secrecy that is threatened by the very existence of one outside the tribe.
Leander tracks this outsider to southern California prepared for a fight but not for the effect the beauty has on him. Jenna
Moore spent her childhood hiding and now with her mother is dead and her father vanished, she is forced to contend with
sudden, strange, superhuman abilities on her own. A handsome stranger arrives, promising answers to all her questions,
but can she trust him?

Night in the Lonesome October
Two broken people in a city fueled by sin. Maddie Clayton isn¿t looking to be saved. She knows the only person you can
count on is yourself. Her moral compass might not point true North these days¿but at least she¿s still standing. The Military
taught Tyler Bell about loyalty. Being there for your brothers is the only thing that matters¿but when it mattered most, he
wasn¿t. She¿s got a ticket straight to Hell. He¿s already been there and back. She needs to win. He just needs to stop
fighting. Some sins scar your soul so deeply, you'll never be the same.But this Devil in disguise might just be the angel he
needs to forgive himself.

Shadow Man
During the winter of 1927-28 officials of the Federal government made a strange and secret investigation of certain
conditions in the ancient Massachusetts seaport of Innsmouth. The public first learned of it in February, when a vast series
of raids and arrests occurred, followed by the deliberate burning and dynamiting - under suitable precautions - of an
enormous number of crumbling, worm-eaten, and supposedly empty houses along the abandoned waterfront. Uninquiring
souls let this occurrence pass as one of the major clashes in a spasmodic war on liquor.Keener news-followers, however,
wondered at the prodigious number of arrests, the abnormally large force of men used in making them, and the secrecy
surrounding the disposal of the prisoners. No trials, or even definite charges were reported; nor were any of the captives
seen thereafter in the regular gaols of the nation. There were vague statements about disease and concentration camps,
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and later about dispersal in various naval and military prisons, but nothing positive ever developed. Innsmouth itself was
left almost depopulated, and it is even now only beginning to show signs of a sluggishly revived existence.Complaints from
many liberal organizations were met with long confidential discussions, and representatives were taken on trips to certain
camps and prisons. As a result, these societies became surprisingly passive and reticent. Newspaper men were harder to
manage, but seemed largely to cooperate with the government in the end. Only one paper - a tabloid always discounted
because of its wild policy - mentioned the deep diving submarine that discharged torpedoes downward in the marine abyss
just beyond Devil Reef. That item, gathered by chance in a haunt of sailors, seemed indeed rather far-fetched; since the
low, black reef lay a full mile and a half out from Innsmouth Harbour.

The Shadow Over Innsmouth
Six years after a shocking tragedy left her emotionally and physically scarred, Ember Jones lives a life of quiet isolation in
Barcelona. Determined to keep her troubled past a secret, she keeps her head down and her heart locked up tight. Until the
day a beautiful, mysterious stranger walks into her life, and her carefully controlled world is shattered forever. Christian
McLoughlin is unlike anyone Ember has ever met. Wealthy, cultured, and utterly charismatic, he also has dark secrets of his
own. They succumb to the undeniable pull between them and embark on a passionate affair, but things turn explosive when
the truth about Christian and the reason he came to Barcelona is exposed. As their dark pasts collide, the two unlikely
lovers find themselves caught in a web of danger and deceit that neither of them might survive.

Dangerous Visions
For vampire Aidan Murphy, life has never been so desperate. The vaccine used to treat a global pandemic has rendered
human blood deadly to his kind, leaving them on the brink of starvation and civil war. In tiny Penton, Alabama, Aidan
establishes a peaceful community of vampires and unvaccinated human donors. He dares to hope they can survive -- until
his estranged brother descends upon Penton and begins killing the humans. Determined to save his town, Aidan kidnaps an
unsuspecting human doctorand finds himself falling in love for the first time in nearly four centuries.Dr. Krystal Harris
thought she was coming to Penton for a job interview, but Aidan Murphy has other plans. Infuriated by his high-handed
scheme to imprison her in the small town, Krys can't ignore the attraction between them. But is it love? Or does her
dangerous, charismatic captor want only to bend her to his will?

Carniepunk
When nineteen-year-old Jack Dwyer's best friend Artie is murdered, he is devastated. But his world is truly turned upside
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down when Artie emerges from the Ghostlands to bring him a warning. With his dead friend's guidance and the help of the
one person who doesn't think he's insane, Jack learns of the existence of the Prowlers. Under bold new leader Owen Tanzer,
the Prowlers, already eight packs strong, have united. They move from city to city, preying on humans until they are close
to being exposed, then they move on. And unlike werewolves of legend, they aren't human beings whom the moon
transforms into wolvesthey are savage beasts masquerading as humans. Jack wants revenge. But even as he hunts the
Prowlers, he marks himself -- and all of his loved ones -- as prey.

Shadow Prowler
A third entry in the series that includes Shadow Chaser finds the master thief suffering the losses of friends and comrades
when his quest for the peace-restoring Rainbow Horn is threatened by betrayal, battle and a fierce obstacle that forces him
to work alone. Reprint.

Vamped
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephen King’s terrifying novella about a town engulfed in a dense, mysterious mist
as humanity makes its last stand against unholy destruction—originally published in the acclaimed short story collection
Skeleton Crew and made into a TV series, as well as a feature film starring Thomas Jane and Marcia Gay Harden. In the
wake of a summer storm, terror descendsDavid Drayton, his son Billy, and their neighbor Brent Norton join dozens of others
and head to the local grocery store to replenish supplies following a freak storm. Once there, they become trapped by a
strange mist that has enveloped the town. As the confinement takes its toll on their nerves, a religious zealot, Mrs.
Carmody, begins to play on their fears to convince them that this is God’s vengeance for their sins. She insists a sacrifice
must be made and two groups—those for and those against—are aligned. Clearly, staying in the store may prove fatal, and
the Draytons, along with store employee Ollie Weeks, Amanda Dumfries, Irene Reppler, and Dan Miller, attempt to make
their escape. But what’s out there may be worse than what they left behind. This exhilarating novella explores the horror in
both the enemy you know—and the one you can only imagine.

Redemption
After finding a tin can without a label on it, curious twelve-year-old Fergal Bamfield opens it to discover a desperate
message for help that inspires Fergal and his friend, Charlotte, to venture out on a strange adventure that ends up being
zanier than either could have ever imagined.
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Beautifully Cruel
In New Vienna, capital of the oppressive global government formed after the Flash, three things are certain: the sun is
poisonous, speaking out is dangerous, and being different will get you killed. And Lumina Bohn is extraordinarily different.
Living in terror of discovery, Lu knows nothing of her past--but she knows she must pretend to be human to survive. When
an incident at work triggers her astonishing powers, she becomes the target of an international manhunt. Only one person
can save her: Magnus, the enigmatic stranger haunting her dreams. Magnus rescues the outcasts called Aberrants from
capture and torture. As Lu begins exploring her powers among her people, her feelings for Magnus intensify. He's
determined to stay emotionally distant, yet their smoldering passion soon becomes impossible to resist. But when a
shocking revelation threatens the lives of every remaining Aberrant, Lu and Magnus must risk everything, confronting their
enemies in an explosive final stand to save their kind from the darkest fate of all: extinction.

The Emperor's Edge
From award-winning author Susannah Sandlin comes the second book in The Collectors series. How far will ordinary people
go to protect their secrets? The Collectors' games are as much about manipulating lives as finding lost treasure. Everyone is
expendable as the ruthless C7 pushes people into gambling with their lives in order to find priceless objects lost to history.
Samantha Crowe's secrets could ruin her career, while Brody Parker's could get him killed. They become pawns for two
Collectors seeking Bad King John's crown jewels, which disappeared in rural England back when Robin Hood roamed
Nottingham. This time, however, the Collectors—a ruthless dotcom billionaire and a desperate London detective—might not
be playing for the same team, leaving Sam and Brody trapped in the middle. One thing's for sure: If either hope to survive,
Sam and Brody will have to find a way to overcome their distrust—and their growing attraction—in order to succeed on this
winner-take-all treasure hunt.

V for Vendetta
Twenty-something Kat Reid is loving life as an in-demand Hollywood makeup artist. She has absolutely no interest in rock
'n' roll, but in order to pay the mortgage, she agrees to work on the set of a rock video for the world-famous rockers known
as Bad Habitwhich brings her face-to-face with Nico Nyx, lead singer of Bad Habit and Adonis in the flesh. However, the
fiercely independent Kat isn't impressed by the hard-living, womanizing rock star. But when Nico's model girlfriend shows
up to the set drunk and Kat is tapped to replace her as the video's sexy bride, her combustible chemistry with Nico
suddenly threatens to consume the set. Nico feels it, too--and becomes determined to win Kat over, body and soul. Yet
behind his rock god swagger, Nico hides a dark secret. Can he rock Kat's world forever, or will he just break her heart?
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Sweet As Sin
Shadow Blizzard
"Vamped is a total delight! Lucienne Diver delivers a delightful cast of undead characters and a fresh, fast take on the
vampire mythos. Next installment, please!" —Rachel Caine, New York Times bestselling author of the Morganville Vampires
series Gina Covello's Perks and Pitfalls of Vamp Life 1. Hello?! Eternal youth and beauty! 2. Free. Designer. Clothes. 3. My
hot new boyfriend Bobby went from chess dud to vamp stud. 4. No reflection! First order of business: turn my own stylist to
stop the downward spiral from chic to eek. 5. Vampire vixen Mellisande has taken an interest in my boyfriend, and is now
transforming the entire high school into her own personal vampire army. If anyone's going to start their own undead
entourage it should be me. I guess I'll just have to save everyone from fashion disasters and other fates worse than death.

Stargirl Movie Tie-In Edition
"Imperial law enforcer Amaranthe Lokdon is good at her job: she can deter thieves and pacify thugs, if not with a blade,
then by toppling an eight-foot pile of coffee canisters onto their heads. But when ravaged bodies show up on the waterfront,
an arson covers up human sacrifices, and a powerful business coalition plots to kill the emperor, she feels a tad
overwhelmed. Worse, Sicarius, the empire's most notorious assassin, is in town. He's tied in with the chaos somehow, but
Amaranthe would be a fool to cross his path. Unfortunately, her superiors order her to hunt him down. Either they have an
unprecedented belief in her skills or someone wants her dead"--P. [4] of cover.

Chasers of the Wind
Alpha (noun): 1) Having the highest rank in a dominance hierarchy 2) The most powerful man in a group3) Liam Black He
was a stranger to me, a dark and dangerous presence who materialized from the shadows one rainy night to save me from
a vicious attack. I didn't know his name or where he was from. All I knew was that the only place I'd ever felt safe was in his
arms. But safety is an illusion. And not every savior is a hero. And-as I'd soon find out-having an alpha save your life comes
with a price. Liam Black wanted something from me in return.

Sara Lost and Found
Relates the story of a U.S. airman who survived when his bomber crashed into the sea during World War II, spent fortyPage 9/14
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seven days adrift in the ocean before being rescued by the Japanese Navy, and was held as a prisoner until the end of the
war.

Into Darkness
In this fairy tale with a sexy twist, she's a penniless San Francisco seamstress. He's the king of Italian couture. Who's got
designs on whom? Boutique owner Kimber DiSanto has seen better days. She's been dumped at the altar by Prince
Charmless, her business went up in flames (literally), and now she's stuck in Florence, Italy, with an ice-queen stepmother,
to try to save her late father's failing dress shop. Only one thing could make it worse: another man in her life. The arrogant
Italian fashion tycoon offering to buy her father's shop is as rich as he is sexy, and their attraction is off the charts. But
Kimber's not about to get burned again. Women don't say no to Matteo Moretti--and certainly not with Kimber's stinging
precision. With all the heat and fury sparking between them, Matteo can't resist baiting the gorgeous American. His plan?
Win her over one scorching kiss at a time. Kimber tells herself it's all just a game. That her broken heart isn't in danger, and
that Matteo's touch does not make her Lady Land dance with joy. But sometimes it takes the fieriest of enemies to turn a
fantasy into a real-life romance.

Prowlers
A collection of urban fantasy stories that take place at carnivals. From vampires and creepy clowns to mermaids, Druids,
and wisecracking Irish wolfhounds, you'll find out that carnivals aren't the healthiest types of places to hang out at.

American Son: A Novel
Tough, smart, and seriously ambitious, reporter Jacqueline “Jack” Dolan despises the secretive clan of shape-shifters known
as the Ikati—and has become determined to destroy them. After she writes an editorial arguing for their extermination and
turns public opinion against them, the Ikati vow to fight back. They plot to send one of their own to seduce the reporter,
then blackmail her into writing a retraction. Women practically fall at the feet of hulking, handsome Hawk Luna, and Hawk
relishes the idea of conquering and destroying the fiery redhead who's caused so much trouble for his kind. The last thing
he expects is to develop real feelings for her, but their liaison awakens a hunger in him that he cannot deny. He kidnaps
Jack and brings her to his Amazon jungle colony, but the two lovers are soon embroiled in deadly colony politics and
threatened by a looming global species war. As the danger around them grows closer, Jack and Hawk's forbidden passion
may build a bridge between two ancient enemies—or cost them both their lives.
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Edge of Darkness
Eliana is a woman on the run. As a Shadow Walker, she is driven from her home in Rome when she believes the man she
loved murdered her father. Now she makes her living as an art thief and a competitor in the underground fighting circuit of
Paris. But her past is about to catch up with her in the form of The Hunt, a group of elite assassins with one objective:
eliminate her before she can expose the secrets of her shape-shifting clan to the world. Demetrius is a man with nothing
left to lose. Haunted by the memory of Eliana and the passion they once shared, he will risk everything to save her from the
killers on her tail. He must convince her, before the ancient walls between two worlds crumble, that only together can they
defeat their real enemy, a brilliant, cunning traitor far more deadly than either of them can guess. "

Intruder
"Morgan Montgomery, the Ikati shape-shifter is waiting to die. She has been branded a traitor by her tribe. But Jenna, the
newly crowned queen and Morgan's former ally offers Morgan one last chance for redemption. Morgan must infultrate the
Rome headquarters of the Expurgari, the Kkati's ancient enemy and destroy them within a fortnight. Xander Luni, a trained
assassin travels with Morgan and soon finds his world threatened by the love he feels for her."--Provided by publisher.

The Paladin Prophecy
Connor Hughes is a bonafide badass. His private security firm is renowned for its effectiveness. He's renowned for his lethal
precision and iron self-control. But when the former Marine meets a gorgeous young hacker with a mouth as smart as her
brain, his control unravels in ways he never could have predicted.Tabitha West is a genius MIT dropout with a bad attitude,
an obsession with Hello Kitty, and piercings in unmentionable places. Known in hacker circles as Polaroid due to her
photographic memory, she's as secretive as she is accustomed to working alone. So when Connor decides she's the only
one who can help him catch a cyber criminal intent on taking down one of his clients, she tells him exactly where he can
stick it.But when the cyber criminal turns out to be a dark presence from Tabby's past, Tabby and Connor are drawn into a
dangerous game of cat and mouse. They find themselves fighting not only their common enemy, but also an explosive
desire that threatens to consume them. When the stakes are this high and the game this deadly, will falling in love be the
most dangerous move of all?

The Beasts Of Tarzan
If you like Fiona Wood, Cath Crowley or Jaclyn Moriarty, you'll love Christine Bongers' gripping new coming of age story,
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Intruder. I don’t walk past the house next door. I wish the woman who lives in it was dead. Which makes it hard . . . because
she was the one who came running when I screamed. Kat Jones is woken by an intruder looming over her bed. She’s saved
by Edwina – the neighbour Kat believes betrayed her dying mother. Her dad issues an ultimatum. Either spend nights next
door, or accept another intruder in her life – Hercules, the world’s ugliest guard dog. It’s a no-brainer, even for dog-phobic
Kat. When she meets adorkable Al at the dog park, finally Kat has someone to talk to, someone who cares. But the prowler
isn't finished with Kat. To stop him, she needs Edwina's help . . . and what Kat learns could mend fences – or break her
fragile family apart forever. WINNER, Davitt Award for Best Crime Debut Book 2015 SHORTLISTED, Children's Book Council
of Australia Book of the Year - Older Readers 2015

Pattern Recognition
Darkness Bound
One of the most influential and imaginative sci-fi writers turns his attention to London - with dazzling results. 'Part-detective
story, part-cultural snapshot . . . all bound by Gibson's pin-sharp prose' Arena ________________________ Cayce Pollard owes
her living to her pathological sensitivity to logos. In London to consult for the world's coolest ad agency, she finds herself
catapulted, via her addiction to a mysterious body of fragmentary film footage, uploaded to the Web by a shadowy auteur,
into a global quest for this unknown "garage Kubrick". Cayce becomes involved with an eccentric hacker, a vengeful ad
executive, a defrocked mathematician, a Tokyo Otaku-coven known as Eye of the Dragon and, eventually, the elusive
Kubrick himself. William Gibson's novel is about the eternal mystery of London, the coolest sneakers in the world, and life in
(the former) USSR. ________________________ 'A compelling, humane story with a sympathetic heroine searching for meaning
and consolation in a post-everything world' Daily Telegraph 'A big novel, full of bold ideas . . . races along like an expert
thriller' GQ 'It's dialogue and characterization will amaze you. A wonderfully detailed, reckless journey of espionage and lies'
USA Today 'Electric, profound. Gibson's descriptions of Tokyo, Russia and London are surreally spot-on' Financial Times

Wicked Sexy
WHEN NIGHT FALLS After her husband's tragic death, Leigh Kelly arrives on Whidbey Island determined to start over. Yet
the tiny town of Chimney Rock is not as peaceful as it seems. Women have been disappearing, and Leigh can't shake the
feeling that she's being watched . . . especially at night. Soon, she's experiencing visions she can't explain and fighting her
attraction to a handsome stranger who seems to know her most intimate desires. PASSION TRANSFORMS THEM As the
leader of the Team, a pack of werehounds forced to hide their very existence, former special ops soldier Niles Latimer is
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desperate to prove a man's heart beats beneath his predator's body. And Leigh-the mysterious beauty possessing powers
she doesn't yet understand-may be the one woman who can help him. But Niles isn't the only one who recognizes Leigh's
true identity. Something evil is waiting in the woods-and the hunt has begun . . .

Ache for You
After centuries of calm, the Nameless One is stirring. An army is gathering: giants, ogres and other creatures joining forces
from across the Desolate Lands, united for the first time in history under one black banner. By the spring, or perhaps
sooner, the Nameless One and his forces will be at the walls of the great city of Avendoom. Unless Shadow Harold, master
thief, can find some way to stop them. Epic fantasy at its best, Shadow Prowler is the first in a trilogy that follows
professional thief Shadow Harold on his quest for a magic Horn that will restore peace to the kingdom of Siala.
Accompanied by an elfin princess, ten Wild Hearts - the most experienced and dangerous royal fighters - and the King's
court jester (who may be more than he seems or less), Harold must outwit angry demons, escape the clutches of a band of
hired murderers, survive ten bloody skirmishes and reach the burial grounds before dark. Can he escape a fate worse than
death?
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